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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I love attending these symposiums. I always learn so much about lichens, bryophytes, and all these other “hands-and-knees”organisms that you need a hand lens for,Now we’re about to get COARSE!No I’m not talking about how you should grind your coffee for cold brew.I’m talking about conservation! Specifically, the coarse-filter/fine-filter approachthe coarse-filter–fine-filter approach is an important idea in conservation planning that dates back the very early days of the Nature Conservancy and Natural Heritage programs The idea is that if you conserve representative, high-integrity examples of all the major ecosystem types within a region, you are likely to also conserve a huge proportion of the component species diversity and ecological processes on that landscape. This is the “coarse filter”Then, you use “fine filter” conservation efforts to sweep up the rare things that would otherwise slip through the cracks.That’s what I’m hear to chat about—how we at the natural heritage program use the US National Vegetation Classification to structure and define our coarse and fine-filter conservation targets and provide a common language for biodiversity conservation in Washington and around the globe.



Outline

Our Mission

Ecosystem Conservation Priorities
• Defining ecosystem targets
• Prioritization
• Conservation Action!

Global Linkages & Applications
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ll first give a little background on the natural heritage programI will review how we classify ecosystems with the national vegetation classification, determine which are imperiled, and inform conservation actions in WAAnd then I’ll wrap up by touching on some new and exciting improvements to the NVC. You might not yet know to be excited about that, but oh yeah, it’s gonna be good
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Our Mission

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, a little background on the heritage program



Natural Area 
Preserves Act 1972

Maintain a natural heritage program to:

• Select natural areas 

• Classify, inventory, and track biodiversity. 

• Inform decision making. 
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Abronia umbellata (Pink sand verbena)
State Endangered

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
52 years ago, the the Natural Area Preserves Act was passed into law. It’s a pretty cool law, if I say so myself. The Act directed the creation of a Natural Heritage Program to:--Develop criteria for and nominate sites to the statewide system of natural areas.  --maintain a classification of the State’s biodiversity, including plants, animals, and ecosystems--conduct inventory for those biodiversity elements, and then make the information from the database available for conservation, mgmt., and decision makers 



Natural Heritage Program

“Connect conservation science with 
conservation action”

• Provide scientific expertise and information for 
effective conservation of  Washington’s natural 
heritage.

• WNHP established in 1977 as joint venture 
between The Nature Conservancy & State of  
Washington

• State legislature established WNHP within 
DNR in 1981 
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Idaho fescue / bluebunch wheatgrass Prairie
State Imperiled
Pataha Bunchgrass Research Natural Area (USFS)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We like to say that we “connect conservation science with conservation action”.  Providing an objective basis for establishing conservation priorities to more effectively protect Washington’s biodiversity.”
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Natural Heritage Program Goals

• Classify Biodiversity

• Map Biodiversity 

• Assess Biodiversity Status 
& Threats

• Set Conservation Priorities

• Distribute Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our goals cover the whole state---we don’t work just on DNR lands. Beyond the state, the Natural Heritage Program is also a member of an international network of heritage programs coordinated by a non-profit called NatureServe.This network is comprised of programs across North America and develops data products in collaboration with conservation partners around the world. We all use a similar set of methods and tools to identify conservation priorities.  Speak same language across jurisidictions
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Step 1: Classify biodiversity features

Step 2: Determine imperilment of  biodiversity 
features

Step 3: Assign State 
Conservation Status

Step 4: Assign Natural 
Area Representation 

Priorities

Inform land use 
decision

Guide natural area 
designations

https://www.dnr.wa.gov/NHPconservation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In a simplified flow chart form, here are the steps we take to prioritize conservation in Washington.Step1 is to Classifiy the different types of biodiversity features that occur in the state.  This includes both species  and ecosystems but for the remainder of the presentation I’m just going to focus on Ecosystems.Step 2: determine the degree of imperilment for each ecosystem.Step 3: Assign a State Conservation Status to each ecosystem. These are noted as Endangered, Threatened, Sensitive, or No Concern.  These priorities are intended to guide land use decisions such as regulatory permitting, proactive conservation actions, land management, etc.Step 4: Assign a Natural Area Representation Priority---this is intended to guide which ecosystem to target for inclusion in the natural areas systems.  
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Defining Ecosystem Conservation 
Targets

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But how do we define the ecosystems we’re conserving?



Step 1: Ecosystem 
Classification

• What factors do you want in 
your ecosystem classification?
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Climate

Elevation

Soil

HydrologyGrowth Form

Species 
Composition Landform

Aquatic or 
Terrestrial?

Flexible ScaleDisturbance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you were designing an ecosystem classification, what are some factors that y’all think would be important to consider? What criteria would you use to divide up the landscape?------PAUSE FOR THREE ANSWERS----Do we want one focused on climate? Growth form? Species composition? Local or broad-scale environmental factors?The answer is: YES, you want all of those! And that’s why, for terrestrial and vegetated freshwater aquatic ecosystems we use the U.S. National Vegetation Classification (USNVC).
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USNVC HIERARCHY (USNVC.ORG)
Vegetation classification in an ecological context

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The USNVC classifies vegetation within an ecological context—it explicitly includes abiotic factors alongside physiognomic and floristic characteristics,  It is an 8 level, nested hierarchy that incorporates these criteria across a variety of conceptual scales.For example, the upper levels of the hierarchy—the Formation units—are based on general growth forms and global ecological drivers.The middle three levels incorporate biogeographic patterns, regional characteristic species, and regional ecological drivers like climate, soils, geology, fire, and hydrodynamics.The lower two levels are at the site-scale…they are heavily based on floristics and reflect site-specific ecological conditions.As such, the USNVC provides flexibility to characterize ecosystem diversity at a variety of resolutions.We’re certainly not the only ones who utilize the USNVC—the classification is the Federal standard for ecosystem mapping and is maintained via a partnership between federal land management agencies, the Ecological Society of America, and NatureServe.
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Barker Mountain, Okanogan County

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s see how a real world example fits into this system



Hierarchy Levels Example

Upper

Level 1 – Class Desert & Semi-Desert

Level 2 – Subclass Cool Semi-Desert

Level 3 – Formation Cool Desert & Semi-Desert Shrub Steppe

Mid

Level 4 – Division Western North American Cool 
Semi-Desert Scrub & Grassland

Level 5 – Macrogroup Great Basin-Intermountain 
Tall Sagebrush Steppe & Shrubland

Level 6 – Group Intermountain Basins Big 
Sagebrush Steppe Group

Lower

Level 7 – Alliance Artemisia tripartita ssp. tripartita Shrub Steppe Alliance

Level 8 – Association Artemisia tripartita ssp. tripartita / Festuca idahoensis Shrub Steppe Association
12

USNVC HIERARCHYDesert & Semi-Desert Class
Bahia de Los Angeles, Mexico

Photo by David Keith

Western North American Cool Semi-Desert Scrub & Grassland
Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge, Wyoming

Photo by Tom Koemer, US Fish & Wildlife Service

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a specific vegetation unit—the Threetip Sagebrush / Idaho Fescue Shrub Steppe Association--across all level of the USNVC hierarchy.At the coarsest scale, it is included in the Desert & Semi-Desert class, which occurs all around the globe.Each level below that is refined by increasingly more specific ecological and vegetation classifiers. The Division this Association is part of—Western North American Cool Semi-Desert Scrub & Grassland—as the name implies, occurs throughout the western interior of North America.The Alliance is composed of floristically and ecologically similar associations --- in this case, generally mid elevation shrub-steppe codominated by Threetip Sagebrush occurring from the Columbia Plateau east into the basins of Wyoming and Central Montana, and the far northwestern Fringe of the Great PlainsWithin that alliance, this association is distinguished by having Idaho fescue dominant in the herb layer, indicating relatively mesic conditions and well-drained loam soils.
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Artemisia tripartita ssp. tripartita / Festuca idahoensis Shrub Steppe Association



Hierarchy Levels Example

Upper

Level 1 – Class Desert & Semi-Desert

Level 2 – Subclass Cool Semi-Desert

Level 3 – Formation Cool Desert & Semi-Desert Shrub Steppe

Mid

Level 4 – Division Western North American Cool Semi-Desert Scrub & Grassland

Level 5 – Macrogroup Great Basin-Intermountain Tall Sagebrush Steppe & Shrubland

Level 6 – Group Intermountain Basins Big Sagebrush Steppe Group

Lower

Level 7 – Alliance Artemisia tripartita ssp. tripartita Shrub Steppe Alliance

Level 8 – Association Artemisia tripartita ssp. tripartita / Festuca idahoensis Shrub Steppe 
Association

Coarse vs Fine Filter Ecosystem Units

Coarse Filter Ecosystems 
• Groups
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Fine Filter Ecosystems 
• Associations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What level of classification do we use to guide our conservation efforts?We take advantage of the USNVC’s hierarchy to tweak the traditional “coarse / fine filters” concepts of conservation. If you remember, traditionally the Coarse filters targets are ecosystems and the fine filters are rare species that might fall through the cracks of the coarse filters.For our approach we use USNVC Groups as the basic building block of the Statewide System of Natural Areas.  The goal is to provide adequate representation of each Group---whether imperiled or not-- within this network of natural areas.  We assume that protecting examples of all the Groups will by default protect/represent most of the State’s species, at least the common ones---the classic coarse filter function.We then use Endangered and Threatened Associations as a fine filter in the same way that we use rare species—they capture fine-scale ecological variability and need their own conservation focus. 
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Prioritizing Ecosystem 
Conservation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ok, so we’ve defined the ecosystems that occur in Washington and decided on the level of detail at which we’re going to focus, what’s next?



G = Global, S = Subnational (e.g. state or province)

G1 or S1 = Critically Imperiled

G2 or S2 = Imperiled

G3 or S3 = Vulnerable

G4 or S4 = Apparently Secure

G5 or S5 = Demonstrably Secure

STEP 2: ASSESSING
IMPERILMENT

Conservation Status Ranking

• Number/area of  occurrences
• Number/area of  high-quality occurrences
• Range extent
• Area of  occupancy
• Long-term trend
• Short-term trend
• Threats 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We use NatureServe’s Conservation Status Ranking assessment methodology to determine which ecosystem types are imperiled within the State. For each ecosystem, what’s the current distribution, abundance, trend, and threats?These metric scores are rolled up into an overall rank for either the Global scale or the Subnational scale (in our case, Washington State)—that indicate the degree of imperilmenr from Demonstrably Secure to Critically Imperiled. An ecosystem can be globally common but imperiled in the state (G5/S1), like a boreal ecosystem that barely dips its toes into Washington, but that ecosystem is not as critical to conserve within Washington as one that is critically imperiled both globally and within the state (G1/S1). 



STEP 3: ASSIGN STATE
CONSERVATION STATUS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
However, those permutations can be difficult to communicate to decision makers, so we add an additional step of converting them into a simplified State Conservation Status The purpose of the State Conservation Status is to inform land use decisions that might impact these ecosystems or to help guide proactive conservation actions. 



Endangered
17%

Threatened
20%

Sensitive 45%

No Concern
18%
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USNVC Groups State 
Conservation Status

USNVC Associations State 
Conservation Status

Total Groups = 75 Total Associations = 1,048

Endangered
1%

Threatened
16%

Sensitive 29%No Concern
54%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is summary of the State Conservation Status for USNVC Groups and Associations in Washington.Only one Group was considered Endangered while 16% of Groups are Threatened. The overwhelming majority are considered to have No Concern.[Cascadian Oregon White Oak - Conifer Forest & Woodland ]37% of Associations are considered Endangered or Threatened.    Like rare species, these Endangered and Threatened Associations are the ones we target at a fine-filter level in the natural areas network.



STEP 4: ASSIGN NATURAL AREA
REPRESENTATION PRIORITIES
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 4 is to assign Natural Area Representation Priorities—which ecosystems should we target to represent in the statewide system of natural areas. These are set based on the Group’s State Conservation Status and the number of occurrences currently protected in all of the ecoregions in which it is found.The ecoregional criteria are important because we want to ensure we protect geographic variation of each ecosystem—sort of like genetic diversity of species.As I mentioned, only Endangered and Threatened associations are assigned a priority, with the idea being that the Sensitive and No Concern associations are captured at the coarser, USNVC Group-level.
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Ecosystem Conservation 
In Action

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next I’m going to share a few ways that our ecosystem priorities inform various conservation outcomes.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Over the past 50 years, we have compiled over 2500 records of rare and high-quality ecosystem occurrences.  These data are invaluable for informing conservation actions. 



WDFW

Ecological Systems of Concern 
(State Wildlife Action Plan)

Local municipalities

Critical Areas designations

SEPA

Rare & exemplary ecosystems

DNR

Sustainable Forestry 
Initiative certification 

WA Dept. of Ecology

Wetland Rating System

Washington Wildlife & 
Recreation Program Funding

Biodiversity protection 
priorities

Statewide System of Natural Areas
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National Park Service

Vegetation inventory & 
mapping

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Such asInforming  the wetland regulatory/permitting processIdentifying Ecosystems of Concern in our State Wildlife Action PlanInforming where millions of dollars of conservation funding is spentPrioritizing sites for inclusion in the Statewide Systems of Natural Areas.



Natural Areas Network

• Represent examples of  Washington’s 
diversity of  ecosystems and species

• Includes federal, state and private 
natural areas
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To date, there are 215 natural areas included in the statewide network….68 are managed by federal agencies, 110 managed by State agencies, and 37 by land trusts. 
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Central Rocky Mountain Lower Montane, Foothill, & Valley Grassland
(State Sensitive)

Festuca idahoensis – Symphoricarpos albus Palouse Grassland 
(State Endangered)

Steptoe Butte Natural Area 
Preserve

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our newest natural area is Steptoe Butte NAP which protects one of the best remaining remnants of the Palouse prairie, one of the most endangered ecosystems in the world, having been almost entirely converted from native prairie to dryland agriculture.The USNVC Group that Palouse grasslands belong to, is much more widespread than the Palouse region and is only considered State Sensitive.However, there are a few Endangered Associations that are restricted to the Palouse and ensure that the conservation value of Palouse grasslands is not forgotten. This is an example of the fine-filter doing its job. 
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Central Rocky Mountain Lower Montane, Foothill, & Valley Grassland
(State Sensitive)

Festuca idahoensis – Symphoricarpos albus Palouse Grassland 
(State Endangered)

Steptoe Butte Natural Area 
Preserve

Pyrrocoma liatriformis
G2S2 - State Threatened

Calochortus nitidus
G3S1 - State Endangered

Silene spaldingii
G2S2 - State & Federal Threatened 

Silene scouleri ssp. scouleri
G5T3T5S1 - State Sensitive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Steptoe Butte also protects four rare plant species
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North Pacific Open Bog & Acidic Fen
(State Threatened)

Kalmia microphylla - Vaccinium oxycoccos / Empetrum nigrum / Sphagnum
spp. Shrub Bog

(State Endangered)

Crowberry Bog Natural 
Area Preserve

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It wouldn’t be right to have a presentation from a Heritage ecologist without some mention of our 2nd newest Natural Area Preserve, Crowberry Bog.This site protects the only known raised, plateau bog in the western, contiguous United States.It is part of the North Pacific Open Bog & Acidic Fen Group, which is State Threatened due to widespread loss and degradation from development, agriculture, and hydrological modifications. The association at this site reflects raised topography of the bog--another example of the fine-filter bringing to light unusual ecological variability. [Also a rare butterfly, sedge, and dungmoss protected at Crowberry.]



Current Representation in the 
Statewide System of  Natural Areas
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Group State Conservation 
Status

# Groups
Represented Total in State % Represented

Endangered 1 1 100%
Threatened 11 12 92%

Sensitive 19 22 86%
No Concern 32 40 80%

Totals 63 75 84%

Association State 
Conservation Status

# Associations
Represented Total in State % Represented

Endangered 49 180 27%
Threatened 63 208 30%

Totals 112 388 28%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How effective have we been in achieving the goals of the Natural Area Preserves Act across these 215 sites?To date, 84% of all the Groups that occur in WA are represented in the statewide system of natural areas.However, only 28% of the Endangered and Threatened Associations are represented.So, we have made incredible progress on the coarse filter but still have work to do in getting representation for the fine filter.



Effectiveness of  Coarse Filter

DNR Natural 
Areas WA State Proportion in DNR 

Natural Areas

Native Taxa 1,506 2,634 57%

Native Genera 501 649 77%

Native Families 118 129 91%

Land Area (Ac.) 69,918 42,612,480 0.16%
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another way to look at it--A recent study by Dave Wilderman, showed that DNR natural areas (only 97 0f the 215), support 57% of all native plants found in Washington State!   And, that was accomplished even though the total acreage of those natural areas is < a quarter of 1% of the state’s total area!We are protecting a disproportionate amount of the State’s flora relative to the area protected because we are dispersing our conservation efforts across ecosystem types. The coarse filter approach is working---at least for native plants!
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Global Linkages & Applications

https://global-ecosystems.org/explore/groups/T5.1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lastly, I don’t want to get too into the weeds, but I wanted to touch on some new developments in the USNVC 
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Keith et al. 2022

Linked to IUCN Global Ecosystem Typology (GET)

Global: 
• Form
• Function
• Processes

https://global-ecosystems.org

Local
• Species
• Function
• Processes

https://explorer.natureserve.org
Faber-Langendoen et al. 2014

*Slide courtesy of Don Faber-Langendoen, NatureServe Chief Ecologist

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One exciting development is that the USNVC has recently been linked to the IUCN’s Global Ecosystem Typology (GET), another hierarchical tool for categorizing patterns from global to local scales.What does that mean? I won’t get in the weeds, but there are two main takeaways: 

https://global-ecosystems.org/
https://explorer.natureserve.org/


B.  IVC Incorporate Realms approach
Terrestrial Realm and Transitional Realms

Realms: 
Terrestrial (T) 

Transitional Realms: 
TF: Terrestrial-Freshwater
MT:Marine-Terrestrial
MFT: Marine-Fresh-Terrestrial

Both Systems Improved

*Slide courtesy of Don Faber-Langendoen, NatureServe Chief Ecologist

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The GET is cool because it can be displayed in this venn diagram, with the world divided into three main realms. The USNVC is linked directly to the terrestrial realm, along with the transitional wetland realms of palustrine wetlands, deltas/estuaries, and sea shores. We can then borrow the remainder of the GETFor these parts of our world that are relatively poorly described in the NVC and use themfor mapping, conservation planning, etc.Wetland folks will appreciate that the NVC will also speak more clearly to the widely used Cowardin wetland classification system following these revisions.In turn, because the GET has only been developed for higher level units, it could benefit by bringing in finer-scale ecosystem types from the NVC (which have been defined for much of the globe as par of the International Vegetation Classification).
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International Collaboration

• Common language for 
assessments, e.g.

• IUCN Red List of  
Ecosystems 

• Key Biodiversity Areas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This linkage isn’t just a big deal for vegetation nerds like me. It fosters international collaboration for assessments like the Red List of Ecosystems and Key Biodiversity Areas.
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At-Risk Ecosystem Groups
Secure Ecosystem Groups

Developed, agriculture, or ruderal vegetation
Converted

Natural

FALL 2021
DRAFT

*Slide courtesy of Don Faber-Langendoen, NatureServe Chief Ecologist

Location of  At-risk Ecosystems:  
USNVC Groups

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s great that the USNVC structures how we think about ecosystem conservation, but one of the first questions we get is usually: Is there a map?There has been USNVC Groups map model raster created by the LANDFIRE program for about a decade now. Recently, NatureServe has sort of taken over that project and is producing an updated and improved map later this year, which we’re excited about.
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Peer-Review

• Moderated by Ecological 
Society of  America 
Vegetation Panel

• WNHP participates as 
editors

• Please reach out!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before I leave you, I just want to point out that USNVC is living classification.Revisions go through a rigorous data analysis and a peer-review process moderated by the Ecological Society of America’s vegetation panel—ensuring that the classification always reflects the best available science.Our program manager Joe Rocchio is regional editor and I am an associate editor—please reach out if you have any questions or revision proposals!



Questions?

tynan.ramm-granberg@dnr.wa.gov
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